This paper presents a method of optimization, 
Introduction
In order to respond to a query, an executive assistant might know very precisely the goal the user has in mind, which means an object in a given state (the properties of the object being transformed). Moreover, even when goals are fairly well defined, it is often necessary to think about superordinate goals.
Let's take (example 1) the query of a subject using a Macintosh Computer.
The Galois lattice [6] and the fuzzy set methods have been used to develop the "on-line instructions" mechanisms of an Intelligent Assistance System. It can be seen as a supervisor of task execution that has the "ideal user's knowledge" of (i) prerequisites of procedures, (ii) subGoals structure. And (iii) the semantic network of the elements of the device where applied procedures are used as properties, as well as (iv) the knowledge of perceptible and imperceptible effects of user's actions. With an interactive dialogue with a user, the Assistance System tries to match items provided by users in natural language with the knowledge included in the ideal user's semantic network [7] , [12] .
The example of the technical system we consider here is Word Processor software (figure1), with Objects such as "chain-ofcharacters", and procedures such as "cut" or "copy". For a novice user of the software, the list of standard denominations is not obvious and he often would like to ask an expert operator about how to execute an action such as "how to rub letters" [12] , [13] .
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The Ideal Expert's and Novice User's
Fuzzy Semantic Net
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